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Business Administration/Management & Leadership Capstone |
BSAD495-H3WW-F13

Simulation Introduction
Not yet graded.

Simulation Introduction

Introduction to the Simulation

The StilSim Personnel simulation is a multi-media experience using six phases, one per
week. Each week your instructor will email the password needed to view the ensuing
part of the simulation. (A password is not needed for the first part of the simulation.
Contact the Franklin Help Desk if you have any trouble accessing the simulation.)
Below is an image with a sample of items you will see during the simulation.

You will be exposed to real-world scenarios and documents that require
cross-disciplinary analysis with an emphasis on strategic thinking. Most students bring
to their studies a fairly good understanding of business tactics either from personal work
experience, observing their parents and others, or through their experience as a
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consumer. Course work prior to the capstone class expands this tactical understanding,
but often leaves students seeing the parts of a larger picture. In this course, students are
required to absorb large amounts of information, some conflicting, some redundant --
not unlike the messy situations often faced by those determining strategy for their
organization. All the necessary information can be found among the videos and
documents you will encounter. However, you will probably find that you don’t know
everything you would like to know. Sorry, such is the real world. But don’t despair.
Hints will often be provided on how to expand your knowledge sufficiently to make the
decisions necessary.

During the simulation, you will traverse through six phases of discovery. While most
information flows along a predictable path, you will have some information presented
earlier or later than what might be ideal. Occasions will also occur when conflicting
information is discovered in later phases of work, likely expressed by different
employees who may have some personal conflict or just have different opinions. This
will sometimes require looping back to confirm earlier decisions or possibly readjust
your thinking based upon new information. Some work may also need to be modified
when everything is combined into the final comprehensive plan. If the adjustments are
not made, there will be inconsistencies in your final plan. Again, welcome to the real
world as simulated here. Strategic planning is a messy process with rewards for those
who make the effort. Several Simulation Worksheetshave been provided to help you
become oriented and to keep track of what is happening in the simulation.

: While the simulation provides a common set of company and industry detail, theNote
data support multiple strategic directions (some may be better than others) where you
can express yourself. Critical thinking is essential as is creativity in facing the situation
presented to you in the simulation. Many strategic options are hidden throughout the
videos and documents. Other strategies can be found in industry data (some links are
provided), but in all cases your judgment will have to be supported by the data and how
you plan to implement your strategic choice.Many items on the simulation desktop link
to documents and the keys will link you to a menu of videos that are available. Also, if
there is a voicemail message, the phone will flash (Part 6 only).

Technology to Run the Simulation

Technology requirements to run the simulation:

Internet browser

Mozilla Firefox (recommended)

Google Chrome

Safari

Opera

Flash plug-in for the browser (if the browser is not using version 10,
you will be automatically prompted to download it)

Troubleshooting

One common problem you may find is that although the simulation desktop displays
correctly and the video window opens, it remains black without playing the video. Try
running the simulation in Firefox. Some settings in Internet Explorer have prevented the
video from running without giving an error.

Contact the Franklin University Help Desk for further guidance.

A CD version (Plan B) of the simulation is also available for those with a dial-up
internet connection. For those without access to a CD player for their PC, a pdf version
(Plan C) is available that has all the video scripts and other documents that are
embedded in the simulation.
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7.  Student Success

Working with Others

You are encouraged to establish a group of classmates as a sounding board for your
ideas. However, find your own voice for how you would attack the many problems you
will encounter in the simulation. Remember that most strategic plans fail to live up to
their potential, even excellent plans often fail in execution. It will therefore be essential
to determine how you can guide this company toward the vision you develop, all within
the current organizational constraints or beyond them once you determine how to break
through the barriers.

Strategic Thinking

Students who are able to successfully excel in strategic thinking will gain direct career
benefit beyond peers who seek only to attain a certificate of educational
accomplishment. Most employees live their existence in a narrow position, reacting to
organizational activities around them. However, strategic thinking opens up a world
hidden from most – that of the trends in play and drivers for changes that are occurring.
Through this insight, you can position yourself to take advantage of change, even
nominating yourself to be part of the change. It is through these career steps that you can
find ways to fully apply your education, breaking stereotypes that others may have of
you prior to this point in your life.

Class Discussions

Class discussions are expected to be lively in this course and you will need to be
prepared to defend your ideas and challenge those of others. However, that is not to say
you shouldn’t consider other opinions when shaping your strategic plan. As you will
experience in this simulation, strategic management is often a messy process
compounded with fuzzy issues where a clear direction is not evident. (See the following 

 for class discussions.)guidelines

Enrichment Reading

Enrichment reading is included in each module overview. This reading is not required
for the simulation and is supplemental to other reading assignments. However, it is
highly suggested that you take the time to at least skim this material since it is very
relevant for understanding the context presented in the StilSim Personnel simulation and
preparing assignments.

Begin the simulation

http://www.scribd.com/doc/4312457/Class-Discussion-Guidelines
http://video.franklin.edu/Franklin/BSAD/495/StilSim/index.html

